
The
Warrior

Protection, boundaries, strategy and
action

The Power of the Archetypes Series:



“the positive Warrior energy destroys only what needs to
be destroyed in order for something new and fresh, more

alive and more virtuous to appear.”
 

-Robert L. Moore, King, Warrior, Magician, Lover:
Rediscovering the Archetypes of the Mature Masculine

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/88547
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Resources





About
Archetypes



Three
Competencies of
Archetypal
Energies--->

#1 Understanding the power of the
archetype:
What are its gifts, shadows, and extremes? When
is this archetype useful? Tapping into the energy.

#2 Empowered Archetypes:
Learning to shift into different energies as
needed. Being more mindful of the energy we
hold and what would be best. Skills sharpened
specific to each archetype.

#3  Mastering the energies:
Learn to dial in your archetypal energies to what
is needed. Tune into the best gifts of each ad use
them mindfully to empower yourself.



Imagine a woman...
 



Gifts of the
Warrior Energy

#1 Focused
         ~What is my objective?

#2 Strategic
         ~What is the best way to 
            accomplish my objective?

#3 Courageous
         ~What is the right way for me to 
           handle this?

#4 Protective
         ~What boundaries need to be 
           made?



Shadows of the Warrior Energy

Doesn't know how to stand up for
herself
Has a hard time finishing things or
staying on task
Allows others to walk over them
Acts without thinking
caves to the easy way rather than
the way that feels rights

Too Little Warrior:
SO focused, she doesn't see she
forgets about other priorities
Wants to be so efficient and
strategic she can get into analysis
paralysis
Does things the hard way just
because they are hard
Answers a $10 problem with a
$10,000 answer
Cuts at the knees

Too Much Warrior:



How we use our
Warrior:

To get moving on a project or action
To make loving boundaries
To be strategic and thoughtful about moving forward
To do the hard things
To stand up for yourself
To enforce boundaries
To keep you safe

Questions for the
Warrior:

What needs to happen?
What is the best way to make that happen?
Do I feel good about how I am moving forward?
What are my priorities?
How can I create safety or protection?



Discover Your Woman Within - Char Tosi
-Robert L. Moore, King, Warrior, Magician, Lover:
Rediscovering the Archetypes of the Mature Masculine

Resources

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/88547


Want to learn
more and connect
more deeply with

the Warrior?

April 3
9 am -12 pm Pacific/ 12-3 pm Eastern



Learn to balance
your Warrior with

a bit of heart-
centered focus.

Starting Wednesday, March 24



Have a big dream
you want your

Warrior to
manifest?

Starting Sunday, April 18



Next Free
Archetype

Workshop: The
Judge (& Inner

Critic)

April 10 @ 10 am Pacific/ 1 pm Eastern



Questions?


